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CASE STUDY OVERVIEW

Customer
7 Stellantis Dealerships on Activator

Location
Southwest Region Business Center

Duration
Q1 2022

OVERVIEW
In Q1 of 2022, Activator placed seven dealers in the 
Southwest Region of the United States in a pilot program 
focused on helping them meet their dealer rewards goals. 
Not only did all seven dealers meet their Stellantis and 
Mopar dealer rewards goals, but they also improved 
efficiency, boosted service drive traffic, and increased 
revenue in their dealerships.

CHALLENGE
The long-lasting pandemic and constant global supply constraints continue to have a lasting effect on the 
production of new vehicles, how vehicles are sold, and when they are brought in for service. In addition to 
rapidly changing global conditions, new generations of car buyers have evolved their buying preferences. 
Younger buyers are adapting to the new age of technology and minimalism. With an ever-evolving industry, 
dealers face uncertainty regarding customers and consumer behavior. 

As Stellantis and Mopar set and evolve the rewards goals, Activator remains flexible in creating personalized 
marketing strategies that adapt to a rapidly-changing environment. We’ve discovered our dealer clients can 
benefit by finding overlooked opportunities and checking check multiple rewards goals at once.

Southwest Business Centers 
Meet Their Stellantis and 
Mopar Dealer Rewards Goals 
in Pilot Program

SOLUTION
Activator flexes its strategies for the Stellantis and Mopar customers around their needs. For the pilot 
program, Activator focuses on four of the Dealer Rewards goals set forth by Stellantis. This led to automated 
marketing processes and helped to increase service drive revenue. 

The seven pilot program dealership participants leverage Activator’s Follow the VIN technology and data 
cleansing to stay ahead of troublesome customer experience issues and find opportunities for the dealer’s 
service drives.

EMAIL AUTOMATION

Knowing who and when to target, Activator began to send timely, hyper-targeted, automated welcome, 
introductory, reminder, survey, and recall emails focused on customer experience(CX), accessory sales, first-
year retention, and maintenance penetration.
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PILOT PROGRAM - SOLUTION

The first set of welcome and accessory sales-focused emails were sent about 21 days before the essential first 
service reminder was due, driving customers back to the dealership and increasing first-year retention and 
accessory sales.

Activator reduced the average days since the last CP service average from 308 to 287, and the average days 
since the last service from 289 to 252 for the pilot program dealers.

Within 90 days, the next set of emails were aimed at increasing the pilot program dealer’s overall CPRO value 
and maintenance penetration. Activator targeted 30k, 60k, and 90k services involving more maintenance 
around the vehicle and constantly ensured that Activator promoted services with a higher CPRO value.

IMPROVING CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE SCORES
Activator’s built-in reputation management solution determined if 
the customer had a positive or negative experience — 24 hours after 
closing an RO and before the OEM Survey. The pilot program dealers 
who fully used the reputation management service saw over a 100% 
increase in Google reviews and earned an average star rating of 4.7 
on Google. 

Additionally, they gained 30+ points higher customer experience 
scores by staying ahead of issues before the customer takes an OEM 
survey. Taking the extra step before communicating to the customer 
helped prevent harmful interactions at the dealership and ultimately 
from hurting the pilot program dealer’s overall CX goal.

Activator scored 30+ points higher on their customer 
experience scores than non-Activator users.
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SMART RECALLS
Activator then verified and validated customers’ information when sending smart recall emails before looking 
at their trade zone to see how many customers would be affected. Next, Activator reached out to the 
distribution center to ensure that the correct parts were available for use. 

By sending smart communication to the right customers, Activator creates a positive customer experience and 
improves customer retention that help check off Stellantis and Mopar Dealer Rewards goals while meeting 
customers where they are in their journeys.  

Accessory sales-focused emails 
open up incremental opportunities 
with your customers multiple 
times within their first 90 days 
post vehicle purchase. 

Activator sends timely emails 21 
days before the essential first 
service reminder is due.
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PILOT PROGRAM - RESULTS

RESULTS
Activator’s suite of products and features specifically back Stellantis and Mopar dealer rewards goals 
with solutions that target customer experience, first-year retention, accessory sales, market retention, 
maintenance goals, and soon wholesale parts goals. Overall the dealers in the pilot program saw a 9% 
increase in revenue per year (YoY) and a 10% increase in lost soul revenue (YoY).
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DEALER SNAPSHOT

Allen Samuels Chrysler Dodge Jeep Ram of Waco, Texas, had an 
ROs of 917 and saw $274,246 in service revenue during the pilot 
program. Overall, due to automated emails opening up opportunities 
for add-ons, the average single line ROs was down 4% across the 
pilot program dealers.

DEALER SNAPSHOT

For Patterson Chrysler Dodge Jeep Ram, one of the pilot program dealers located in Tyler, Texas, Activator 
was able to validate about 50%(52,781), about 20% (24,761 emails), and locate 10% (10,667) of 
subsequent vehicle owners from the 106,192 contacts in their DMS to improve market retention.


